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Stuart Hall

“At the end of the day, your 
paper is just a floang signifier 
of how well you understand the 

class material.”

*Sighs* “I just know those 
CULP students are going to try 
to put me in conversaon with 

Karl Marx again...”

Hannah Arendt Karl Marx Trinh Minh-Ha

Frantz Fanon

Friedrich Nietzsche

Michel 
Foucault

Donna Haraway

Nuruddin Farah

Judith Butler

Walter 
Benjamin

“And why shouldn’t they? Applying 
the ideas of several authors is a 
GREAT starng point for a paper! 
And using my ideas is an even 
BETTER starng point!”

“Karl, slow down! The point of 
this booklet is to break down 
the type of wring students will 
be doing in CULP classes, not to 
have more people read your 

books!”

“You may feel like God is 
dead, but don’t let your 
CULP assignments 
overwhelm you!”

“The task ahead of you 
may seem as confusing as 
the Cyborg Manifesto-- 
don’t worry, we’ve all been 

there!”

“If wring makes you feel 
completely wretched, we have a 
few ps to help get you through 

the process.”
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PART 1 You just got the assignment... 
It’s the first week of the semester, and you have confidently stuffed 5 syllabi into your backpack. No need 
to look too closely, you think -- Let’s ease back into schoolwork, shall we? 

Unl -- you noce it - a twenty page paper, due right before spring break. Maybe this me you will avoid 
pulling two hecc all-nighters in a row and catching a cold right before vacaon? But Nietzsche said, 
“One must have chaos in oneself to give birth to a dancing star!” Well, maybe a more organized 
approach can leave chaos for a non-academic realm. Alright, it’s me to start this paper, and do it right. 

First step: choosing a topic. But the prompt is vague...how are you supposed to focus on one element from the 
first part of the semester, while bringing in outside sources, if you know praccally nothing on the the syllabus?

Come up with two very different ideas. Even if this means blindly taking a stab at the reading list and blithely 
coupling the theory your finger lands on with the first arfact/case study/event/example your mind flits to. 

Or, draw on any significant 
job/internship/volunteer experiences that 
you would like to examine from a more 
crical, CULP-y perspecve. For example, one 
CULP student was preparing to spend a 
summer teaching English as a volunteer in 
Panama. She wrote a paper about the 
neo-imperialineo-imperialist implicaons of English 
instrucon. Keeping it personal means it will 
connue to be interesng to you throughout 
the process of wring!

Say this is a course on the Post-Socialist city. 
Well, you’ve always wanted to go to Moscow, 
and you noced that Zygmunt Bauman is on 
the syllabus -- you read an essay of his in 
history class and contrasted it to Freud’s 
“Civilizaon and its Discontents.” You can 
present these three elements with a focus on 
public space, which public space, which you noce your professor 
has wrien an arcle about. 

Talk to your professor. Somemes, pride, laziness, or fear get in the way of approaching someone in a posion of 
power, but college is the perfect place to overcome this fear. It is the professor’s job to be recepve to your 
inquiries. Here is how you should approach a professor about choosing a topic:

  a) It can’t hurt to show iniave. At the very least, this eases the way for a crical, last minute email a day     
    before the deadline. If you establish contact early, following up is easy.

  b) Bring the list of ideas you brainstormed in Step 1 and see what your professor suggests. 

   c) They will likely give you a reading list -- but not a thesis or a research queson. At this point in your research,  
    that’s fine. Whatever you have is rough, but if you hold on to the key elements (a theory & a case study)    
   you have a “topic”, and you’ve opened a dialogue with your professor.
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Time management at the beginning of the 
semester is key to a calm paper-wring 
process. This involves se ng internal 
deadlines and coordinang with your other 
courses, extracurriculars, family and friend 
events, and holidays. Sele down with a 
planner and different colored pens to set 
ininternal deadlines.

For the visual learner, se ng up a wall calendar can be a useful 
way to keep track of your progress on various tasks. And 
nothing is more sasfying than moving a post-it to the “done” 
column!

This is the perfect me to take 
one free aernoon to plan and 
lay the foundaon for the work 
to come -- so that you can take a 
lile break before digging into 
the hard work.

So, you have a “topic” (but not a solid 
research queson or a thesis). You’ve 
talked to your professor and are feeling 
like a uniquely good student. It’s over a 
month unl your paper is due. 

A paper planner can go a long way in keeping you organized. 
You can use it to write down each event and task that you have 
for the day, and even use highlighters to color code different 
types of tasks (e.g., work, school, personal, and more).

There are many opons for online calendars, which can provide 
a great visual of the events you have planned. They are also 
handy because they can sync between mulple devices. There 
are several well-regarded free online calendars, but Google 
Calendar comes for free with your Georgetown email account 
and you can adjust the se ng so that you get email reminders 
for upcoming events.
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PART 2 Research and development... 

Pro-p: Reserve your materials through the Washington Research Library Consorum (WRLC). You get books delivered 
straight to the circulaon desk from other schools and there’s less of a risk that someone else will want to check-out the 
same materials (leading to an all-out reservaon war).  You can also have books from the Lau Stacks delivered to you!

Pro-p: Build your bibliography at the beginning. Decide on a forma ng style (or use the one designated to you) and 
get something done before you even write a single word of your essay. Leaving this step to the last minute can lead to 
mistakes or incorrect citaons and that can lead to sckler professors calling you out-- or worse, sending you to the 
honor council. 

Pro-p: You can scan books on Lau 3 and turn them into searchable PDFs. This takes a minute but it will save you me 
and energy in the long run. 

You’ve met with your professor, you have a topic idea, and it’s only the second week of the semester! 
Surely no one else in your class is as on-the-ball as you. But before you kick back and relax, try to keep up 
that momentum and gather some resources for your paper…

Now that you have a research topic, it’s me to really hit the books. This is 
where you begin to dig into the literature that your professor recommended, 
as well as gauging the field on your own. If there were ever a praccal skill 
you can’t learn too soon, it's this: how to be discerning in your literature 
review. With your Georgetown login you are able to access thousands of 
potenal sources, so you have to be selecve. This means using reliable and 
fi ng research databases.

Now comes the big task -- actually wring something down! Don’t feel too much pressure, though -- it’s only your 
first dra! There will be me to decide on what word fits where and what the perfect introducon is. The most 
important thing to do is just to start, and for many, this can be the hardest part.. 

From here, many people like starng with an 
outline, consisng of the bare bones of your 
paper-to-be. There’s no need for complete 
sentences — just some brainstormed ideas 
and bullet points specifying the arguments 
you are going to make in each paragraph. If 
you are thorough enough, this can be what 
you you work from later on.

Understanding how to use search filters can cut 
down on the amount of me you spend siing 
through informaon. If you are unfamiliar with 
using databases such as this one, it can be 
helpful to schedule a library research 
consultaon, which can be done through the 
Georgetown Library website.

Title of Paper

I. Introducon
  A. Aenon-geer
  B. Thesis
  C. In this paper I will...
    1. Introduce...
        2. Explore...
    3. Discuss...

II. Body
  A. Introduce Concept A
    1. What it is
    2. Why it maers
        3. Moving the argument      
     forward
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Don’t lose “cite” of the important things in life— like bad puns and good citaons! Think about how hard you’re working on this 
paper. All of the authors you’re using as a resource worked just as hard (or probably harder!) to create their works, so it is vital 
that you give credit where credit is due by using proper citaons. Different professors will ask for different citaon styles, but 
Purdue Owl, the Chicago Manual of Style, and the MLA Style Center cover the most widely-used variees. 

http://www.library.georgetown.edu/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html
https://style.mla.org/


Operates as a powerful tool of discovery.

Leads to greater precision about what things 
mean.

Contains some kind of tension or dissonance. 

EExamines and quesons a subject in order to 
arrive at a point that would not have been 
immediately obvious.

Too large of an idea that offers no room for complicaon or 
complexity.
Climate change will change the way we live. - A stronger thesis would 
state the specific changes that climate change will bring and what it 
means for society. 

Demonstrates rather than discovers.
Colleges are run liColleges are run like corporaons and Georgetown is an example of why 
this is true. - No need to give it all away in the first sentence! You should 
make a claim, but allow it to develop over the course of your paper. 

Makes unproducve claims that require no further thinking. 
This paper will examine the pros and cons of... - Simply lisng pros and 
cons does not make for an interesng read. Complexify your definion 
of “pro” and “con” to come up with a unique take on your topic.

MaMakes obviously true statements of fact. 
Exercise is good for you. - Tell me something I don’t know! You can use 
obvious statements like this as a starng-off point to push back against 
commonly held assumpons.

Offers personal convicon as the sole basis for a claim. 
Shopping malls are excellent places to study. - A strong thesis is 
grounded in research, not just opinion. 

MaMakes overly broad claims. 
Individualism is good. - Overly broad claims do not present an 
argument. Where can you go from here? Add a point of contenon or 
dissonance that you will explore in your paper.

What is a thesis?
A thesis is the driving force behind your paper. If you begin with a strong thesis, the rest of your paper will 
follow much more easily. The following table explains what a thesis is, and just as importantly, what it isn’t.

Example of a Good Thesis:

LaLast month, Starbucks launched the #RaceTogether 
campaign in an aempt to iniate racial dialogue in stores 
across the country. The campaign immediately incited 
opposion as Twier users pointed out the campaign’s 
contradicons. Although the campaign appears to have 
good intenons, it connues to perpetuate exisng power 
relaonships and tensions. It is a strategy to raise 
corporacorporate profits by capitalizing on recent naonal 
conversaon around race.

Strong Thesis Weak Thesis

Now comes the big task— actually wring something down! Don’t feel too much pressure, though— it’s only 
your first dra! There will be me to decide on what word fits where and what the perfect introducon is. 
The most important thing to do is just to start, and for many, this can be the hardest part. Where should you 
start, you ask? Start with a thesis!

PART 3 Craing a thesis...

*Any one of these “weak” examples can become a strong thesis if 
you use it as a starng point and then add the elements of a strong 
thesis. For example, you can use an obviously true statement of fact 
and then push back against it: In schools across America, students 
are being taught that ‘exercise is good for you.’ This sweeping 
statement obscures the power dynamics of who has access to 
recreaon, which are deeply rooted in class and race. 
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Evoluon 
      of a 

Hypothesis

Thesis

Least refined Most refinedYour analysis of terms, concepts, and examples

THESIS

Event
Describe with 
acve verbs!
How does this 
change your 
queson?

“Quote” “Quote” “Quote”

“Quote”
Event
Describe with 
acve verbs!
How does this 
change your 
queson?

Event
Describe with 
acve verbs!
How does this 
change your 
queson?

Event
Describe with 
acve verbs!
How does this 
change your 
queson?

Discovery 
Dras

Somemes you only discover your 
argument aer going through the wring 
process. If this is the case, go back 
through the rest of your essay to integrate 
your newly discovered argument. You may 
need to re-write some parts and tweak 
the order of your essay so that the 
arargument makes sense.

The Evolving Thesis:
WWring is the process of discovering and developing your thought, not merely the transcripon of 
already complete thought. Being prepared to recognize and incorporate new insights as they arise is key 
to developing your powers of analysis and to improving your wring. Your thesis should develop over the 
course of your paper-- this will make it more fun to read and take your audience on a journey with you. 
Try to coax an argument out of the evidence you’ve gathered through your preliminary research. What 
are you saying in your paper that hasn’t been said before? Make that the focus of your paper. There’s no      
one one way of wring a thesis, but somewhere in your introducon your argument should be made clear.
  

Now that you’ve done some research and have a solid working thesis, it’s  me to build your argument.  
Remember, your thesis is not set in stone— it should evolve over the course of the wring process. As you go 
through the wring process, start thinking about your wring style. How do you want to convey your message? 
What tone is best suited to the argument you are making?

PART 4 Making an argument...
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Your voice is your own -- don’t cheat yourself by adopng a plain, monotone style of wring. Of course, 
your message is the most important thing to communicate to your reader in any essay, but why not make 
it interesng?

Finding your own specific voice is a process. 
It takes me, but don’t be afraid to experiment. 
See also: Eding secon. 

Here’s an example:
“Homonormavity is heteronormavity queered one 
degree to the le: a carbon-copy of extant power 
relaons, indisnguishable from the original if not for 
the stray marking of ‘gay’.”

metaphor

allusion

chiasma

anaphora

alliteraon

imagery

PART 5 Finding your voice...
8
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PART 6 You think you’re done...
             ...but you sll have to edit...
You did it! The page limit has been reached, the points have been made, and the works have been cited. 
You may be tempted to scan through quickly (aka “edit”), print that sucker out, and call it a day… but 
hold on a second! You’re not done yet. Proper eding will take your paper to the next level, and it takes 
me and focus. Step back for a few hours/days so you can come back to your paper with fresh eyes.

Syntax and sentences:
Condense, shorCondense, shorten, and cut! If your 
professor imposes a page limit on your 
essay, then don’t go over it. Aside from 
the obvious reasons (like a grade drop), 
the longer your sentences and 
paragraphs are, the easier it is for your 
reader to get lost. Your teachers will be 
reading reading tons of essays on top of their 
usual research, so don’t turn your essay 
into a knot to be unraveled. Give them 
something concise and easy to read. 
Make your argument straighorward 
and to the point! Break up those 
paragraphs! Use simple sentences!

“Substute ‘damn’ every me you’re 
inclined to write ‘very’; your editor will 
delete it and the wring will be just as 
it should be.”       
          - Mark Twain

Back to the basics:
Check for run-ons and fragments.
Proofread for grammar and spelling.
Change passive voice (A fabulous paper 
was wrien by a student) to acve voice 
(The student wrote a fabulous paper). 
KKnow your audience.

Delete, delete, delete!
Don’t be Don’t be afraid to delete, rewrite, 
rearrange, or move big chunks of your 
paper. Somemes the bravest changes 
are the best!  Look out for redundancies.  
Don’t get aached. Don’t be afraid to 
rework your enre paper.

Find yourself using “and” over and over? 
Put in a semicolon instead. 

Colons and dashes are useful tools for 
emphasizing certain points -- they 
heighten tension and create an impact 
through conscious separaon.

Do you ever want to clarify a point, but 
don’t want to break the flow of the 
essay (e.g.: like now)? Use parentheses! 
(Dashes work, too.)

Punctuaon is key to any great essay! Of 
course, don’t overuse it...

Use exclamaon points sparingly, if at 
all. Usually, in essays such as these, 
there is lile use for them, but if you 
can use them appropriately, then do it!

Rhetorical quesons are an effecve 
way of moving your argument forward. 
Do you use them oen?

9



Reverse outline:
Read your paper and outline what is in each 
paragraph. Make sure your outline reflects your 
argument. Read the first and last sentences of 
each paragraph to make sure that each paragraph 
contributes to your argument.

Phone a friend.
Ask a friend (preferably someone in your class) to 
give you feedback! Ask for what your want – tell 
your peers what you need help with (i.e. grammar 
vs. content).
Be open Be open to peer-edits, but also stay true to your 
own voice and the assignment.
Look online for more peer eding ps. Use the 
professor’s rubric.

At the end of the day…

Remember this is a process that will take me.  Be 
paent and read your piece more than once. Know your 
professor’s guidelines and how they want it formaed.  
These are easy points to get!
 
TTake a deep breath. This is one paper in your college 
career. Don’t freak out. 

Make a physical copy and read it OUT LOUD! Hearing it out loud helps avoid awkward phrasing.
You can also print it out and edit by hand. Use different colors for different edits (i.e. red for deleons, blue for 
awkward phrasing, green for grammar).

Wait a few days! ...Or at least one…Then: 

Go to the Wring Center
Located on Lau 2, right next to Midnight Mug. Ask 
for style ps to make your paper more unique. 
You can also view their revision checklists online.    

Some other things you can do

“The first dra of anything is shit.”

                                    - Ernest Hemingway
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PART 7 CRISIS MODE
Somehow or another, the weeks between ge ng the assignment and the due date have slipped by, and 
your paper is due TOMORROW.  You ignored all the advice in this booklet (shame on you!) and you’re 
somehow le with only a few scaered sources and a shaky outline. Don’t panic, don’t drop the class, and 
don’t throw your computer against the wall. There are some concrete steps to take to get you through your 
crisis.

Time management during your crisis

Don’t giDon’t give into the temptaon to panic. 
Taking 15-20 minutes to make a plan of 
acon at the beginning of your crisis can 
defuse the situaon before it really gets out 
of hand. Start with your strengths-- did you 
make an outline? Gather resources? Making 
an hourly plan, starng with your strengths 
and building fand building from there, can salvage what 
seems like a disastrous paper. And make sure 
to schedule in breaks! Working non-stop for 
hours at a me only harms your producvity 
and increases your stress.

Asking for an extension

In the In the very worst case scenario, you do have the opon of 
asking for an extension. Of course, this opon is much 
more viable if you followed the advice in Part 1 and met 
with your professor early in the planning process. 
Establishing this connecon early on lets the professor 
know that you take the class seriously. Combine this with 
a calm, well-craed email that briefly explains what 
parcular ciparcular circumstances prevented you from wring the 
paper on me and politely recognizes that these 
explanaons are not excuses and that you take 
responsibility for procrasnang. Remember, you are 
absolutely not entled to get an extension and the 
professor may well refuse your request. But at the end of 
the day,  if you are at the point where your only two 
oopons are to turn in a really bad paper or to swallow 
your pride and ask for an extension, you may as well give 
it a shot and see if you can turn in something that actually 
reflects your caliber as a student.
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 One way to avoid this trap while sll pu ng yourself 
under the pressure of a deadline is through peer 
aaccountability. Early in the semester, find someone in your class who agrees to be your 
partner-in-wring. Together, you can set deadlines for different milestones for your essays. Agree to 
check in with each other and send each other dras on agreed-upon days. Look at that! Now you have 
a whole series of deadlines, and a friend to hold you accountable for meeng them, without saving the 
enre paper for right before the actual deadline. 

If this is a recurring problem, try vising the Academic Resource Center. 

When you’re addicted to the thrill

Some of you out there may be adrenaline-junky Some of you out there may be adrenaline-junky 
types who insist that you are not able to write unl 
you are in crisis mode. “Pressure makes diamonds,” 
you tell yourself, secretly savoring that franc 4 AM 
wring spree in Lau. But the truth is, good papers 
take me. You are simply not giving yourself the 
chance to write to your highest potenal if you are 
waing ll the lawaing ll the last minute for every paper.

Go for a walk-- if you’re not making progress on your paper anyways, you may as well step away from 
the laptop and get outside. Take twenty minutes to clear your head-- maybe listen to some music or 
focus on the sounds around you instead of thinking about your paper. This can really be replaced with 
any form of exercise-- dance, do jumping-jacks, kick a soccer ball around for 15-20 minutes and you’ll 
come back to your paper feeling refreshed!

Eliminate distracons-- Turn off your phone, disconnect from wifi, and find a quiet place to write.

Change of sChange of scenery-- If you’ve been in Lau all day and are ge ng frustrated (and who could blame 
you?!) see if a change of scenery can cheer you up and help you regain momentum. Try the HFSC, the 
Leavey Esplanade, or an off-campus cafe.

Just write anyway-- Type nonsense words. Write about your day. Write about how much you dislike 
wring. Just keep those fingers moving across the keyboard. Eventually, you may find yourself wring 
something that you want to keep.

WRITER’S BLOCK

SomSomemes, the words just won’t flow. This type 
of crisis can come up at any point in the wring 
process, not just the day before your paper is 
due.  Here are some ps to get your creave 
juices moving again. Some of these techniques 
can be used in combinaon and others can’t-- 
you just have to figure out what works for you!
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But if you manage 
your me from the 

beginning, your paper will 
be so much beer!

https://academicsupport.georgetown.edu/academic


APPENDIX A: Wring an Introducon

Common Ground. Establish a brief context so the reader knows what you intend to qualify or queson. This may 
be done by presenng a commonly held belief or providing a brief overview of what other researchers have said 
about the subject.

But… Introduce a queson about something that is not fully understood about the subject or something that 
contradicts the common ground.

So what? Explain to your reader why this queson or contradicon is important.

Thesis. Here, you will state your main claim, which should answer the queson you proposed earlier.

Example: 
HHow can people effecvely resist oppression? Beer yet, what does it mean to resist oppression? What 
role does violence play in the struggle to resist? To what end does one fight to resist for? These are the 
central quesons that Franz Fanon deals with in The Wretched of the Earth (1961), parcularly in the 
chapter “On Violence.” They are also the same themes that Long Beach rapper Vince Staples deals with 
in his song “Hands Up.” Of course, both works are in response to specific historical events, and wrien 
from parcular historical perspecves—“On Violence” being a crical analysis of colonialism and 
dedecolonizaon during the of the Cold War era, and “Hands Up” a contemporary account of (and protest 
against) state-sanconed discriminaon toward young black men in the US. Despite perspecves 
grounded in different contexts, Fanon and Staples touch on similar themes relang to resistance. This 
should not come as a surprise: both are fighng hard against oppression. Hence the theorist’s prose and 
the arst’s track share a fists-clenched, eyes-wide-open quality—their works pulsate with an unforgiving 
clarity and bracing agitaon.

Other example: 
The The Rolling Stone arcle “Confessions of an Ivy League Frat Boy: Inside Dartmouth’s Hazing 
Abuses”explores Andrew Lohse’s experiences as a Dartmouth student navigang the world of 
fraternity hazing, which nominally represents a coming of age tradion, where pledges earn admission 
into an esteemed brotherhood. Foucault’s analysis illuminates how culture sets the framework for 
power circulaon through the Dartmouth discourse, one predicated on the appearance of wealth. 
Lohse desires entry into this world through the Sigma Alpha Epsilon (SAE) fraternity, whose members 
exhibit affluence. Foucault would suggest that the painful hazing Lohse endured funconed as a key 
discipline discipline to reproduce and standardize the physical, visual aributes of wealth on the bodies of 
pledges. Finally, he would note that the way Lohse aempted to challenge his university’s power 
structures with his own exposé in The Dartmouth actually illustrated his internalizaon of hazing. 
Importantly, Foucault emphasizes power not as defined by top-level university administraon, but as a 
nexus of everyday, boom-up subconscious relaons. This framework illustrates that power is 
forcefully arculated through fraternity hazing as a discipline to establish an elite class based on 
economic and outward markers. This suggests culture and power mutually constute each other, to 
fform a society that rules itself by unconscious norms rather than by prescribed laws.

Your intro is where you will present your thesis and argument. It provides a roadmap for your reader without 
giving too much away. Here is a helpful format for structuring your introducon, which can also help you think 
through your thesis:

13



APPENDIX B: Tools of the Trade
Here are a few tools and ps for managing your resources and wring. Try them out and do a lile 
exploring— it can take a some trial and error to find the tools that work best for you! 

Microso Word is the old standby! Word is great for shorter papers-- praccally 
everyone is familiar with it and it is easy to use. However, this secon will introduce you to 
some alternate word processing programs that might suit your needs even beer!

Here, the wring is organized by secon. 
Scrivener lets users create “index cards” 
with a summary of each secon. You have 
the opon to view each secon in isolaon 
or with the rest of the text. Viewing each 
part in isolaon is useful as it is less 
overwhelming.

This is what wring in Scrivener 
looks like. The red text shows what 
was added during the revision 
process. Once you’re done wring, 
you can apply visually appealing 
templates to the final product.

14



Mendeley can be used to search for and save 
journal arcles. 

The green dots indicate that the document hasn’t 
been read yet, and the PDF symbols indicate that 
the file is saved onto your computer. 

You can export citaons in whatever format 
you like, making bibliographies easy to compile.
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RESOURCES & LINKS

How to format a bibliography 
(APA, MLA, Chicago, and AMA)

To download Evernote

To download Mendeley

To download Scrivener

Subject and course guides 
(These also have contact info
for subject librarians)

The Academic Resource Center 
for study ps, me management 
advice, and other academic support

Request a Research Consultaon

The GU Wring Center

https://academicsupport.georgetown.edu/academic
http://www.library.georgetown.edu/schedule-rc
http://guides.library.georgetown.edu/researchcourseguides
https://www.literatureandlatte.com/scrivener.php
https://www.mendeley.com/
https://evernote.com/
http://writingcenter.georgetown.edu/
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/
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